
This 3-day teacher’s intensive is designed for teachers of all traditions who are 
looking for education and  inspiration in a respectful, collegial environment. 
Each session will involve a 2-hour practice followed by a detailed analysis of 

the sequence used in practice. 

Monday 19th November 2018
8:00am - 11:00am | The Potpourri Form Class
12:00pm - 3:00pm | The Potpourri Flow Class

The Basic Template & The Class Arc
The Basic Template is the structure from which most sequences can be built. 
Not a rigid set of rule or a dogmatic protocol, the Basic Template gives teach-
ers of all levels and experience, a place from which to create unique and inter-
esting classes. Sometimes referred to as a “potpourri class”   will provide a 
conditioning experience for the entire body and works with an arc of intensity 
that prepares the body for both deeper work in the class and relaxation at the 
end of the session. Morning Sessions will begin with practice and end with 
lecture. Afternoon Sessions will begin with lecture and end with asana prac-
tice. 

Tuesday 20th November 2018
8:00am - 11:00am | Building Peak Poses in Form
12:00pm - 3:00pm | Building Peak Poses in Flow

Peak Pose Sequencing In Form and Flow
Whereas a potpourri class gives “a little of this and a little of that” for a full-body 
conditioning effect, a peak pose sequence aims the majority of the poses to-
ward a specific pose, taking students more deeply into a set of movement, 
actions, and experiences. More precise and focused than a potpourri class, 
this approach expands from the basic template and, when mastered as a strat-
egy, helps teachers help their students improve both their physical practice as 
well as deepen their understanding. 

Wednesday 21st November 2018
8:00am -11:00am - Beyond the Basics in Form
12:00pm -3:00pm - Beyond the Basics in Flow

Beyond the Basics
By combining the central elements of the Basic Template, with the key princi-
ples of peak pose sequencing, teachers can learn how to build classes with 
natural stages and modifications to accommodate many levels of practitioner 
in the room. the Beyond the Basics sessions will help identify clear pathways 
from fundamental postures to more advanced expressions and will ignite your 

creativity.

Monday - Wednesday, 19th – 21st November 2018

PROGRAMME

INVESTMENT
3-DAY FULL TEACHER TRAINING S$710 
Early Bird, otherwise S$800 

Time: 
8AM - 11AM Form TT session 
12PM - 3PM Flow TT Session

*All prices are inclusive of GST - **Early Bird FULL pay-
ment by 28th October, 2018* 
This module counts as 35 hours towards the 300 
hour advance certification with Space & Light Yoga. 
More info:  +65 63043552  | +65 96917828  Sumei - 
email: yoga@spaceandlightyoga.com

ADVANCE STRATEGIES FOR SEQUENCING
 A Teacher’s Intensive with CHRISTINA SELL


